Distributed Control of High-Order Nonlinear Input Constrained Multiagent Systems Using a Backstepping-Free Method.
This paper presents novel cooperative tracking control for a class of input-constrained multiagent systems with a dynamic leader. Each follower agent is described by a high-order nonlinear dynamics in strict feedback form with input constraints. Our main contribution lies in presenting a system transformation method that can convert the input-constrained state feedback cooperative tracking control of agents into an unconstrained output feedback control of agents with dynamics in Brunovsky normal form. As a result, the original problem is simplified to be a simple stabilization of the transformed system for the agents. Thus, the use of the backstepping scheme is obviated, and the synthesis and computation are extremely simplified. It is strictly proved that all follower agents can synchronize to the leader with bounded synchronization errors, and all other signals in the closed-loop system are semi-global uniformly ultimately bounded. Finally, numerical analysis is carried out to validate the theoretical results and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.